
ILLINOIS TRAFFIC OFFENSES
Revised 8-2017

Upon receipt in the Secretary of State’s office, convictions for violations such as those listed in this information
guide will be recorded on the respective driver’s record. These violations can generally be defined as:

*IMMEDIATE ACTION
Will result in suspension or revocation of driver’s license and/or privileges.

**NON-POINT ASSIGNED
May be utilized in conjunction with other factors relating to the driver’s privilege to operate a motor vehicle, e.g.,
violation issued during a period of suspension or revocation.

POINT ASSIGNED
• Will result in suspension or revocation of driver’s license and/or privileges when three or more offenses are com-

mitted within any 12-month period. The action is determined by the severity “points” of the violations and the
driver’s past record.

• Will result in suspension or revocation of driver’s license and/or privileges when a driver under age 21 commits
two or more offenses within any 24-month period. This action is determined by the severity “points” of the viola-
tions and the driver’s past record.

• Code numbers refer to corresponding sections of The Illinois Vehicle Code, the Criminal Code, the Cannabis
Control Act, the Controlled Substance Act, Liquor Control Act of 1934 and Chapter 27 of the Municipal Code of
Chicago. Further explanation of codes is given on the reverse of a driver’s record.

     Illinois
     Vehicle           Points
      Code          Assigned                                                  DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE

3-413(g)                10 Operating a motor vehicle equipped with registration covers
6-107(e)                10 Violation of GDL — passenger limitation for drivers under age 18
6-107(f)                 10 Violation of GDL — child restraint violation for drivers under age 18
6-107(g)                10 Violation of GDL — first 6 months after issuance of driverʼs license on passenger limi-

tation for drivers under age 18
6-501                    50 Violation of more than one driver’s license 
6-507(a)(1)           50 Driving without a commercial driver’s license (CDL) in possession 
6-526(a)                20 Texting while driving a commercial motor vehicle
6-527(a)                20 Using a hand held mobile telephone while driving a commercial motor vehicle 
7-255                    10 Negligent driving (Chicago Traffic Code)
11-203                 10 Failure to obey lawful order of authorized officer
11-305                  20 Disregarding official traffic-control device
11-306                  20 Disregarding traffic-control light
11-308                  20 Disregarding lane-control signal
11-309                  20 Disregarding flashing traffic signal
11-402(a)              25 Collision involving damage to vehicles only — failure to stop, exchange information and

make report
11-403                  25 Failure to stop and exchange information after motor vehicle collision — property dam-

age only
11-403                  50 Failure to stop and exchange information or give aid after motor vehicle collision —

 personal injury or death involved
11-404                  15 Failure to notify owner after collision with unattended vehicle or other property
11-502(a)              25 Illegal transportation, possession, or carrying any alcoholic liquor within the passenger

area of any motor vehicle
11-503                  55 Reckless driving
11-505                  10 Squealing or screeching tires
11-507                  20 Supervising minor driver while under the influence 
11-601(a)              10 Speeding too fast for conditions
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11-601(b)(01)         5 1-10 mph above limit
11-601(b)(03)       15 11-14 mph above limit
11-601(b)(05)       20 15-25 mph above limit
11-601(b)(07)       50 More than 25mph above limit
11-601.5(a)           50 26-34 mph above limit 
11-601.5(b)           50 35 mph or more above limit 
11-605                  20 Exceeding the maximum speed limit in a school zone
11-605(a)              20 Exceeding speed limit in school/construction zone
11-605(b)              20 Exceeding maximum speed limit in construction zone
11-605(e-5)1        55 Aggravated speeding in a school zone
11-605(e-5)2        55 Aggravated speeding in a school zone
11-605.1               20 Exceeding maximum speed limit in construction zone (workers present)
11-605.1(a-5)        20 Exceeding maximum speed limit in construction zone (workers not present)
11-605.1(d-5)1     55 Aggravated speeding in a construction zone (26-34 mph)
11-605.1(d-5)2     55 Aggravated speeding in a construction zone (35 mph or more)
11-605.3(b)           20 Exceeding maximum speed limit on a park zone street
11-605.3(c)           20 Failure to obey stop sign or red light on a park zone street
11-606(a)                5 Driving below minimum speed limit
11-606(b)              20 Driving below minimum speed limit on Illinois Tollway
11-608                  10 Exceeding maximum speed limit on bridge or elevated structure
11-701                  20 Failure to drive on right side of roadway
11-702                  20 Improper passing upon meeting an approaching vehicle
11-703(a)              20 Improper passing on the left
11-703(b)              20 Failure to yield right-of-way to vehicle passing
11-703(c)              20 Improper passing with a two wheeled vehicle
11-703(d)              20 Improper passing of bicycle or individual
11-703(e)              20 Driving too close to bicyclist, pedestrian, or person riding horse or driving an animal

drawn vehicle
11-704                  20 Improper passing on the right
11-705                  20 Improper passing on the left
11-706                  20 Driving on the left side of roadway where prohibited
11-707(b)              20 Driving on left side of roadway in a no-passing zone
11-707(d)              10 Passing in a no-passing zone
11-708                    5 Driving wrong way on one-way street or highway or around traffic island
11-709(a)              20 Improper traffic lane usage — single lane
11-709(b)              20 Improper center lane usage
11-709(c)              20 Improper traffic lane usage — traffic light
11-709(d)              20 Improper traffic lane usage
11-709.1               20 Passing on shoulder while merging into traffic
11-710                  25 Following too closely
11-711(a)              10 Improper entry or exit from controlled access roadway
11-711(b)              10 Operating an improper vehicle on a controlled access roadway
11-801                  10 Improper turn at intersection
11-802                  20 Improper U-turn
11-803                  15 Unsafe movement of vehicle from parked position
11-804                  15 Failure to give stop or turn signal
11-805                  15 Improper stop or turn signal
11-806                  15 Improper arm signal
11-901                  15 Failure to yield right-of-way at intersection
11-901.1               15 Failure to yield right-of-way at T-intersection
11-902                  25 Improper left turn with oncoming traffic
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11-903                  20 Failure to stop or yield right-of-way to pedestrians at intersections or crosswalks with
traffic control devices

11-904                  20 Failure to observe stop or yield right-of-way sign
11-905                  20 Improper merging into traffic
11-906                  20 Failure to yield right-of-way upon emerging from private road or driveway
11-907                  15 Failure to yield right-of-way to emergency vehicle
11-907(c)              15 Failure to yield right-of-way or drive with due caution upon approaching a stationary

emergency vehicle
11-907.5(a)           15 Failure to reduce speed/change lane for disabled vehicle
11-908(a)              15 Failure to yield right-of-way to authorized vehicle or pedestrian engaged in work within

any highway construction or maintenance area
11-908(b)              15 Failure to yield right-of-way to authorized vehicle displaying flashing lights engaged in

work upon a highway
11-908(c)              15 Failure to stop at highway construction sign
11-1002(a)            20 Failure to yield right-of-way to pedestrians at crosswalks without traffic control devices
11-1002(d)            20 Passing vehicle stopped for pedestrian
11-1002(e)            20 Failure to yield right-of-way to a pedestrian at an intersection
11-1002.5             20 Failure to yield to a pedestrian in school zone
11-1003.1             10 Failure to exercise due care for pedestrian or bicyclist
11-1004                20 Failure to yield right-of-way to blind or hearing impaired pedestrian
11-1008                20 Failure to yield to a pedestrian on a sidewalk
11-1101                10 Improper passing of street car on the left
11-1102                20 Improper passing on the right or failure to stop for a street car
11-1103                  5 Obstructing street car traffic
11-1104                20 Driving through safety zone
11-1201                20 Failure to stop for approaching railroad train or signal
11-1201(a)            20 Failure to stop before reaching railroad crossing if tracks are not clear
11-1201(a)2          20 Failure to obey a traffic control device or the direction of an enforcement official at the

railroad crossing
11-1201(a-5)         20 Failure to slow down and check that tracks are clear of approaching train
11-1201(d-1)        20 Failure to negotiate a railroad-highway grade crossing because of insufficient under -

carriage clearance
11-1202                20 Failure to stop at railroad grade crossing
11-1203                  5 Improper movement of heavy equipment across railroad grade crossing
11-1204                20 Disregarding stop or yield sign at an intersection
11-1205                20 Failure to yield right-of-way upon emerging from alley or driveway
11-1402(a)            10 Limitations on backing
11-1402(b)            20 Limitations on backing upon controlled access highway
11-1403                  5 Motorcycle operating violation or passenger equipment violation
11-1403.1               5 Motorized pedal cycle operating violation
11-1403.2             55 Operation of motorcycle on one wheel — reckless driving
11-1404                  5 Motorcycle glasses, goggles, or shield violation
11-1405                  5 Motorcycle equipment violation
11-1412.1             20 Driving upon sidewalk
11-1414(a)            25 Passing a school bus receiving or discharging children
11-1418                10 Illegal operation of farm tractor upon highway
11-1426.2g           15 Operating a low speed vehicle without a valid license
11-1505                10 Improper position of motorized pedal cycle on roadway
11-1505.1             10 Riding motorized pedal cycle more than two abreast on roadway
11-1507.1             10 Violation of lamps on motorized pedal cycle
11-1510(b)            10 Improper left turn on pedal cycle
12-201(b)              10 Head, tail or side light violation
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12-208(a)                5 No stop lights
12-208(b)                5 No turn signal lights
12-208(c)                5 No turn signal lights on trailers or semitrailers
12-301                  20 Defective brakes
12-604.1(a)           15 Abuse of use of a video device
12-604.1(a-5)        30 Abuse of use of a video device (personal injury)
12-610.1(b)           10 Under age 19 using cell phone while driving
12-610.1(b-5)       30 Under age 19 aggravated cell phone use while driving (personal injury)
12-610.1(e)           15 Using a wireless phone in a school or construction zone or within 500 feet of an emer-

gency scene 
12-610.1(e-5)        30 Aggravated use of a wireless phone in a school or construction zone or within 500 feet

of an emergency scene
12-610.2b             20 Using an electronic communications device (second or subsequent violation) 
12-610.2(b-5)       30 Aggravated use of electronic communication device.
12-610.5b               5 Unlawful use of registration plate covers.
12-804                    5 School bus identification and warning light violation
15-106                  15 Failure to fasten or secure any protruding component of a vehicle
15-109                  15 Spilling or unsafe load
15-110                  10 Improper towing of a vehicle
15-114                  10 Improper pushing of another vehicle
3-413(j)                    * Violation of modification of rear license plate
3-707(c-1)               * Driving without liability insurance
4-102                       * Motor Vehicle Anti-Theft Law, misdemeanor
4-103                       * Motor Vehicle Anti-Theft Law, felony
4-103.1                    * Motor Vehicle Anti-Theft Law, felony
6-101                       * Operating a motor vehicle without a valid driverʼs license or permit
6-104(a)                  * Violation of license classification for first and second division vehicles
6-104(b)                  * Violation of classification for transporting persons for hire
6-104(c)                  * Violation of classification for transporting property for hire
6-104(d)                  * Violation of school bus driver permits
6-104(e)                  * Violation of religious bus driver classification
6-104(f)                   * Violation of classification for transportation of the elderly
6-105                       * Violation of instruction permit
6-107.1(a)               * Violation of instruction permit
6-107.1(b)               * Violation of nighttime driving restrictions — under age 18
6-110(a-1)               * Violation of nighttime driving restrictions
6-113(e)                  * Violation of restriction on driverʼs license, special restricted license or permit
6-205(a)3                * Any felony under the laws of any state or federal government in the commission of which

a vehicle was used
6-205(a)5                * Conviction of perjury or the making of false affidavit or statement to Secretary of State
6-205(b)1                * Violation of Juvenile Court Act, Section 4-103 — minor committed offense relating to

motor vehicles
6-205(b)2                * When any other law of the State requires either the revocation or suspension of such

license or permit
6-206.2(a)               * Operating a vehicle without interlock device when one is required
6-206.2(a-5)            * Allowing an unauthorized person to blow into an interlock device
6-206.2(c)               * Tamper or circumvent a BAIID
6-210(1)                  * Driving during period of suspension
6-210(2)                  * Driving during period of revocation
6-301(1)                  * Displaying or causing to be displayed or having in possession any cancelled, revoked,

suspended license or permit
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6-301(2)                  * Lending a driverʼs license or permit to another person or knowingly allowing the use
thereof by another

6-301(3)                  * Displaying or representing as oneʼs own any driverʼs license or permit issued to another
6-301(4)                  * Failing or refusing to surrender to the Secretary of State, or his agent or any peace

officer upon his lawful demand, any driverʼs license or permit that has been suspended,
revoked or cancelled

6-301(5)                  * Allowing any unlawful use of a driverʼs license or permit issued to him/her
6-301(6)                  * Submitting to an examination or obtaining the services of another person to submit to

an examination for the purpose of obtaining a driverʼs license or permit for some other
 person

6-301.1(b)1-11        * Possessing/displaying/altering a fictitious driverʼs license or permit
6-301.2(b)1-12        * Possessing/displaying a fraudulent driverʼs license or permit
6-301.2(b-1)            * Possessing, using or allowing to be used any material to obtain information from the bar

code or magnetic strip
6-302(a)1                * Presenting false information on an application for driverʼs license or permit
6-302(a)2                * Accepting false information or identification on an application for driverʼs license or

 permit
6-302(a)3                * Making false affidavit, swearing or affirming falsely
6-303(a)1                * Driving during suspension
6-303(a)2                * Driving during revocation
6-303(a)(3)              * Second or subsequent conviction of driving during a suspension/revocation (personal

injury)
6-303(d)                  * Second conviction of driving during a suspension or revocation
6-303(d)2                * Third conviction of driving during a revocation for a violation of 11-401, 11-501, 9-3 or

similar provisions of a local ordinance
6-303(d)3                * Fourth or subsequent conviction of driving during a revocation for a violation of 11-401,

11-501, 9-3 or similar provisions of a local ordinance
6-303(d)4                * 10th through 14th conviction of driving during a revocation for a violation of 11-401, 

11-501, 9-3 or similar provisions of a local ordinance
6-303(d)5                * 15th or subsequent conviction of driving during a revocation for a violation of 11-401, 

11-501, 9-3 or similar provisions of a local ordinance
6-507(a)2                * Driving a commercial vehicle without obtaining a commercial driver’s license
6-507(a)3                * Driving without the proper class of commercial learner’s permit or commercial driver’s

license or endorsements
6-507(b)1                * No person may drive a commercial motor vehicle while driving privileges, license or

 permit is suspended, revoked, cancelled or disqualified
6-507(b)2                * No person may drive a commercial motor vehicle while driving privileges, license or

 permit is subject to or in violation of an out-of-service order
6-507(b)3                * No person may drive a commercial motor vehicle while driving privileges, license or

 permit is subject to or in violation of an out-of-service order while transporting passen-
gers or hazardous material

6-507(b)5                 Driving commercial motor vehicle in violation of out-of-service order
8-101                       * Failure to show proof of financial responsibility pursuant to 8-101; 8-101.1; and 9-101

of the IVC
11-204                     * Fleeing or attempting to elude a peace officer
11-204.1                  * Aggravated fleeing and eluding a peace officer
11-401                     * Leaving the scene or failure to report an accident involving death or personal injury
11-402(b)                * Leaving the scene of an accident involving damage to a vehicle in excess of $1,000
11-406(a)                * Failure to make a report of vehicle accident
11-406(b)                * Failure to make a report of school bus accident
11-501(a)1              * Driving while BAC is above .08 percent
11-501(a)2              * Driving while under the influence of alcohol
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11-501(a)3              * Driving while under the influence of any intoxicating compound or combination of intox-
icating compounds

11-501(a)4              * Driving while under the influence of any other drug or combination of drugs
11-501(a)5              * Driving under the combined influence of alcohol and other drug or drugs or intoxicating

compound or compounds
11-501(a)6              * Driving under the influence of any other drug, substance or compound
11-501(a)7              * Tetrahydrocannabinol concentration within 2 hours of driving
11-501(b)                * Initial conviction of violating Section 11-501(b)
11-501(b-3)             * Second conviction of violating 11-501(a) committed within 5 years of previous violation
11-501(b-4)             * Third or subsequent violation of 11-501(a) committed within 5 years of previous

 violation
11-501(c)                * A violation of Section 11-501(c)
11-501(c-1)1           * Driving under the influence while revoked for 11-501, 11-401, 9-3 or suspended for a

Statutory Summary Suspension under 11-501.1
11-501(c-1)2           * Third violation of driving under the influence while revoked for 11-501, 11-401, 9-3 or

suspended for Statutory Summary Suspension under 11-501.1
11-501(c-1)3           * Fourth or subsequent violation of driving under the influence while revoked for 11-501,

11-401, 9-3 or suspended for Statutory Summary Suspension under 11-501.
11-501(c-4)1           * Convicted of violating Section 11-501(a) for the first time when blood breath or urine

was .16 or more, or convicted of 11-501 while transporting a child under age 16
11-501(c-4)2           * Second conviction within 10 years for violating Section 11-501(a) when blood, breath or

urine was .16 or more, or convicted of 11-501 while transporting a child under age 16
11-501(c-4)3           * Third conviction within 20 years of violating Section 11-501(a) when blood, breath or

urine was .16 or more, or convicted of 11-501 while transporting a child under age 16
11-501(c-4)4           * Fourth or subsequent conviction for violating Section 11-501(a) when blood, breath or

urine was .16 or more, or convicted of 11-501 while transporting a child under age 16
11-501(c-5)1           * Violation of 11-501(a) while transporting a person under age 16
11-501(c-5)2           * Second violation of 11-501(a) while transporting a person under age 16
11-501(c-5)3           * Second violation of 11-501(a) or similar provision within 10 years while transporting a

 person under age 16
11-501(c-5)4           * Second conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision within 5 years while transporting a

person under age 16
11-501(c-5)5           * Third conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision while transporting a person under 

age 16
11-501(c-5)6           * Third conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision within 20 years while transporting a

 person under age 16
11-501(c-5)7           * Fourth or subsequent conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision and at the time of

 violation was transporting a person under age 16, three prior violations of transporting
a person under age 16, or had a BAC of .16 or more

11-501(c-6)1           * Conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision and had a BAC of .16 or more
11-501(c-6)2           * Second conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision within 10 years and at the time had

a BAC of .16 or more
11-501(c-6)3           * Third conviction of 11-501(a) or similar provision within 20 years and at the time of

 violation had a BAC of .16 or more
11-501(c-6)4           * Fourth or subsequent conviction for violating 11-501(a) or similar provision and at the

time of violation had a BAC of .16 or more, had three prior convictions of transporting a
person under age 16, or had a BAC of .16 or more

11-501(d)                * A violation of 11-501(d)
11-501(d)1A            * Conviction of 3 or more 11-501(a) DUI
11-501(d)1B            * Committing 11-501(a) while driving a school bus with children on board
11-501(d)1C           * Committing 11-501(a) accident involving great bodily harm or permanent disability or

disfigurement to another
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11-501(d)1D           * Conviction of DUI and previously convicted of reckless homicide
11-501(d)1E            * Conviction of violation of 11-501(a) accident in a school zone involving bodily harm
11-501(d)1F            * Driving under the influence resulting in a fatality (includes motor vehicle, snow mobile,

all-terrain vehicle or watercraft)
11-501(d)1G           * Conviction of 11-501(a) and driver did not possess a valid driverʼs license or permit
11-501(d)1H           * Conviction of 11-501(a) and driver knew the vehicle being driven was not covered by

liability insurance
11-502.1(a)             * Illegal possession of medical cannabis within the passenger area of any motor vehicle

in the State
11-502.1(b)             * Illegal possession of medical cannabis by an agent in a non-sealed medical cannabis

container
11-502.1(c)             * Illegal possession of medical cannabis by passenger within passenger area of any

motor vehicle in the state
11-503(b)1              * Reckless driving causing bodily harm to a child or school crossing guard when per-

forming their official duties
11-503(c)                * Aggravated reckless driving
11-503(d)                * Violated 11-503(a) causing bodily harm/permanent disability or disfigurement to a child

or school crossing guard performing their official duties
11-504                     * Drag racing
11-506(a)                * Street racing
11-907(c)                * Failure to yield to a stopped emergency vehicle
11-908(a)1              * Failure to yield and proceed with due caution when entering a construction zone when

workers are present
11-1301.3(a-1)        * Unauthorized use of disability placard or device
11-1301.3(a-2)        * Unauthorized use of deceased person’s disability placard or device
11-1301.5(b)1-7      * Possessing/altering fictitious Persons with Disabilities license plates or placard
11-1301.6(b)1-5      * Possessing/manufacturing and/or distributing fraudulent Persons with Disabilities-

license plates or placard
11-1414(a)              * Passing a school bus receiving or discharging children
11-1425(b)              * Failure to have space to drive through railroad crossing 
11-1431                   * Violation of solicitation of towing
12-215(g)                * Conviction of 12-215 without lawful authority to stop
12-604.1(a-5)          * Aggravated use of video device (accident involving death)
12-610.1(b-5)          * Under age 19 aggravated wireless phone (accident involving death)
12-610.1(e-5)          * Aggravated use of wireless phone school/construction zone (accident involving death)
12-610.2(b-5)          * Aggravated electronic communication device (accident involving death)
11-407(a)               ** Failure of driver to give notice of an accident
11-407(b)               ** Failure of passenger to give notice of an accident
11-506(b)               ** Vehicle owner permitting street racing
11-1412                 ** Crossing fire hose
11-1420                 ** Funeral procession violation
12-201(c)               ** Registration light violation
12-203                   ** Lamps on parked vehicle
12-207                   ** Spotlight or auxiliary light violation
12-209                   ** Other light violation
12-211(a)               ** Headlight violation
12-211(b)               ** Front light violation
12-212                   ** Front red or flashing light violation
12-214                   ** Special lighting equipment on rural mail delivery vehicle
12-218(b)               ** Motorcycle auxiliary light violation
12-603.1                ** Violation of Seat Belt Act
12-610.2(b)            ** Using an electronic communication device (first violation)
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12-613(a)               ** Violation of possession and use of radar or laser jamming devices
12-714(a)               ** Possession of radar detector in CMV
12-715(a)               ** Possession of radar jamming device in CMV
1104                      ** Violation of Child Passenger Protection Act, children under age 4
1104(a)                  ** Violation of Child Passenger Protection Act, children over age 4 but under 6
25/4                       ** Unrestrained child under age 8
25/4a                     ** Unrestrained child age 8 but under 16
25/4b                     ** Unrestrained child age 8 but under 18

Cannabis Control Act
550/4(b)                  * Violation of Cannabis Control Act concerning possession of more than 2 1/2 grams but

not more than 10 grams of any substance containing cannabis
550/4(c)                   * Violation of Cannabis Control Act concerning possession of more than 10 grams but

not more than 30 grams of any substance containing cannabis
550/4(d)                  * Violation of Cannabis Control Act concerning possession of more than 30 grams of any

substance containing cannabis
550/4(e-g)               * Violation of Cannabis Control Act concerning possession of more than 500 grams of

any substance containing cannabis
550/5                       * Conviction of Cannabis Control Act violation — manufacture and delivery while using a

motor vehicle
550/7                       * Unauthorized delivery of a controlled substance while using a motor vehicle

Criminal Code
9-3                           * Reckless homicide resulting from operation of a motor vehicle
11-15.1                    * Soliciting for a juvenile prostitute while using a motor vehicle
11-19.1                    * Juvenile pimping while using a motor vehicle
12-5                         * Conviction of reckless conduct
12-13                       * Criminal sexual assault while using a motor vehicle
12-14                       * Aggravated criminal sexual assault while using a motor vehicle
12-15                       * Criminal sexual abuse while using a motor vehicle
12-16                       * Aggravated criminal sexual abuse while using a motor vehicle
16-25(a)(1)              * Theft of motor fuel
18-3                         * Vehicular hijacking
18-4                         * Aggravated vehicular hijacking
21-2                         * Criminal trespass to motor vehicle
2103 or 600/3          * Sale or delivery of instruments used for illegal drug use or abuse while using a motor

vehicle
22-51 or 635/2        * Sale or exchange of instruments used for illegal drug use or abuse while using a motor

vehicle
24-1(a)3                  * Conviction of unlawful use of weapons while using a motor vehicle
24-1(a)4                  * Conviction of unlawful use of weapons while using a motor vehicle
24-1(a)7                  * Conviction of unlawful use of weapons while using a motor vehicle
24-1(a)9                  * Conviction of unlawful use of weapons while using a motor vehicle
24-1.2                      * Conviction of aggravated discharge of a firearm
24-1.5(b)                 * Reckless discharge of a firearm

Controlled Substance Act
1401(a thru g)
or 401(a thru g)       * Unauthorized manufacture or delivery of a controlled substance while using a motor

vehicle
1401.1(a)
or 401.1                   * Controlled substances trafficking
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1402(a)1-11
or 402(a)1-11          * Conviction for possession of a controlled or counterfeit substance while using a motor

vehicle
1402(b) or 402(b)    * Conviction for possession of a controlled or counterfeit substance while using a motor

vehicle
1407 or 407             * Unauthorized manufacture or delivery of a controlled substance while using a motor

vehicle
1407.1 or 407.1       * Unauthorized manufacture or delivery of a controlled substance while using a motor

vehicle

Liquor Control Act
43-131(a)                * Violation of 6-16 of the liquor Control Act
6-20(a)                    * Violation of 6-20(a) of the Liquor Control Act
6-20(c)                    * Violation of 6-20(c) of the Liquor Control Act
6-20(d)                    * Violation of 6-20(d) of the Liquor Control Act
6-20(e)                    * Violation of 6-20(e) of the Liquor Control Act

Identification Card Act

335-14A 1-7            * Unlawful use of ID card
335-14(a-1)             * Possess or use materials to obtain information from an identification card
335-14Ab 1-11        * Possessing/displaying/altering a fictitious ID card
335-14Bb 1-10        * Possessing/displaying a fraudulent ID card
335-14Ca 1-3          * Presenting or accepting false information for issuance of an ID card
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